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Abstract

One of the defining properties of human language is the abundance of po-
tentially unbounded dependencies between elements in a sentence. And yet,
how speakers formulate dependencies in sentence production is still poorly
understood. Here we examine the timing of verb planning in sentences in-
volving two potentially different types of long-distance dependencies: across-
the-board constructions (e.g., Which book did you read and criticize?) and
parasitic gap constructions (e.g., Which book did you read before criticiz-
ing?). Using a new task we call the Sentence-Word Interference task, we
show that speakers plan sentence-final verbs before sentence onset, but se-
lectively when producing across-the-board sentences and not when producing
parasitic gap sentences. When producing parasitic gap sentences, speakers
plan sentence-final verbs relatively late, as they are uttering the pre-verb part
of these sentences. Based on this timing contrast, we argue that speakers
plan verbs before their dependents, but only when verbs and their pre-verbal
dependents engage in both conceptual and direct syntactic (namely, selec-
tional) relationships and not when they engage in only a conceptual relation-
ship. We also argue that there are two distinct types of representations and
processes for building across-the-board constructions (which involve coordi-
nate structures) and parasitic-gap constructions (which involve subordinate
structures) in sentence production. More broadly, the current study suggests
that sentence planning is constrained by syntactic structures that are not
reducible to conceptual structures and are richer than usually assumed in
many prominent models of sentence production.

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Shota Momma, Department of Linguistics,
University of Massachusetts Amherst, N408 Integrative Learning Center, 650 North Pleasant Street Amherst,
MA 01003. E-mail: snegishi@umass.edu
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Introduction1

Speaking often requires establishing potentially multiple, potentially unbounded de-2

pendencies, with limited memory resources in a limited amount of time. Given this chal-3

lenge, the very fact that most adult native speakers can speak grammatically complex4

sentences reasonably well is impressive, and it suggests that speakers have sophisticated5

planning mechanisms that effectively coordinate multiple sub-processes that are necessary6

to produce a sentence. How exactly do speakers plan sentences, especially grammatically7

complex ones? Here we study the nature of sentence planning mechanisms by examining8

the timing of verb planning in the production of sentences where verbs and their dependents9

appear far apart. Based on this information about when speakers plan verbs, we aim to10

better understand how speakers establish dependency relationships between verbs and their11

dependents in the production of grammatically complex sentences.12

In this article, we specifically focus on the production of sentences involving con-13

structions known as the Across-The-Board (ATB) construction (De Vries, 2017; Ross, 1967;14

Williams, 1978) and the Parasitic Gap (PG) construction (Culicover & Postal, 2001; En-15

gdahl, 1983; Ross, 1967), as in the following sentences (e represents phonologically null16

elements which are assumed to occupy the missing argument positions in some syntactic17

theories):18

(1) a. Which booki did you read ei and criticize ei? [ATB]19

b. Which booki did you read ei before criticizing ei? [PG]20

These sentences involve multiple dependencies. The initial noun phrase filler (which21

NP) is interpreted in relation to both the first (read) and the second (criticize) verbs (i.e.,22

which NP is interpreted as the theme argument of these two verbs). At what point in23

the production process do speakers plan the second verb (criticize/criticizing) in ATB and24

PG sentences? On the one hand, sentence production is often described as proceeding25

from "beginning-to-end" (Dell, 1986; Dell et al., 2008; V. S. Ferreira et al., 2018; V. S.26

Ferreira & Dell, 2000) with little need for look-ahead or advance planning of later-coming27

elements (Brown-Schmidt & Konopka, 2008; Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; De Smedt,28

1990; Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989). Given this consideration of incremental29

production, speakers may simply produce the filler without planning the verbs’ lemma, and30

plan their lemmas only later, at the point when they need to articulate them. On the31

other hand, verbs often encode grammatically critical information about their dependents.32

So speakers may have to plan verbs early, before their dependents can be grammatically33

encoded and thus articulated. In the case of ATB and PG constructions, the second verb34

bears conceptual and grammatical relationships to the initial element which book, so speakers35

may plan the second verb before the articulation of the sentence initial filler. This question36

of timing is important, because when speakers plan verbs gives us a clue about how speakers37

establish dependencies between elements in a sentence. To better understand how speakers38

establish dependencies, we must first understand which piece of a sentence is constructed at39

which point in time during sentence production. The primary goal of the current study is to40

examine the timing of verb planning in sentences where the initial filler forms dependencies41

with multiple verbs. As we will see below, information about when speakers plan verb in42
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ATB and PG sentences has rich implications for theories of sentence production as well as43

theories of grammatical representations.44

The main argument we will make is that speakers (tend to) plan verbs before their syn-45

tactic complement but not necessarily before the noun phrases denoting the patient/theme46

of the relevant verbs, and that ATB and PG constructions involve distinct types of syntac-47

tic dependencies and correspondingly distinct types of planning procedures. More broadly,48

we will suggest that sentence production is guided by syntactic dependencies that are not49

reducible to conceptual relationships.50

The timing of verb planning in sentence production51

Verbs carry information that are crucial to determining the semantic, syntactic, and52

sometimes morpho-phonological properties of other elements of sentences. So, to speak53

sentences grammatically, verbs’ lemmas (cf. Kempen and Huijbers, 1983; Levelt et al.,54

1999) may be necessary when the grammatical properties of pre-verbal elements in some55

way critically depends on information encoded in them. Accordingly, some theories of56

sentence production assume a critical role for verbs in grammatical encoding, suggesting57

that verbs’ lemmas may be planned early in sentence planning processes (e.g., Bock and58

Levelt, 1994; F. Ferreira, 2000).59

Various studies have investigated the timing of verb planning in the production of60

simple sentences (Hwang and Kaiser, 2014; Kempen and Huijbers, 1983; Lindsley, 1975,61

1976; Momma and Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2016, 2018; Sauppe, 2017; Van de Velde62

et al., 2015, see also Griffin and Ferreira, 2006). Many of the studies investigating the timing63

of verb planning use a methodology known as extended picture-word interference (ePWI,64

Damian and Dumay, 2007; Hwang and Kaiser, 2014; Meyer, 1996; Miozzo and Caramazza,65

1999; Momma and Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2016, 2018; Schriefers and Teruel, 2000;66

Schriefers et al., 1998) ePWI is an extension of the typical picture-word interference task67

(Lupker, 1979; Schriefers et al., 1990 inter alia). In a simple PWI study, speakers name a68

picture while ignoring distractor words that are visually or auditorily presented. A well-69

established effect in simple PWI experiments is the semantic interference effect, a delay in70

speech onset due to distractors that are semantically and categorically related to the target71

word (e.g., a distractor dog delays the onset of speaking cat) (Lupker, 1979; Schriefers72

et al., 1990 among others; see Bürki et al., 2020 for a recent meta-analysis). ePWI is an73

extension of PWI, where speakers produce multi-word utterances while ignoring distractors74

(Damian & Dumay, 2007; Meyer, 1996; Momma & Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2016,75

2018; Schriefers et al., 1998). The semantic interference effect in the ePWI task can be76

used to examine the timing at which a particular lemma is planned in phrase-level or77

sentence-level production. The logic is that, if the semantic interference effect is observed78

in the onset latency of utterances, speakers must have already initiated the selection process79

for the word being interfered with before they start speaking. The locus of the semantic80

interference effect is suggested to be at the level of lemma selection (Damian & Bowers,81

2003; Hwang & Kaiser, 2014; Jescheniak et al., 2020; Lupker & Katz, 1981; Schriefers82

et al., 1990). Thus, to the extent that speakers experience a semantic interference effect83

in speech onset latency, it can be inferred that speakers predominantly plan the lemma of84

the interfered word before starting to speak. ePWI can further be extended by measuring85

not only the latency of speech onset, but also the production time (defined as the time86
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interval between the onset of a unit and the onset of the next unit) of a particular part87

of a sentence (Momma & Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2018). If speakers take more or88

less time saying a particular part of a sentence given a semantically related distractor, they89

must be performing the lemma selection of the interfered word at that time. Thus, ePWI90

offers an useful tool for studying the time-course of lexical planning in sentence production.91

ePWI has been used to study the timing of verb planning across different languages92

(Korean: Hwang and Kaiser, 2014; Japanese: Momma et al., 2016; German: Schriefers93

et al., 1990; English: Hwang and Kaiser, 2014; Momma and Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al.,94

2018) and different constructions (active transitive: Hwang and Kaiser, 2014; Schriefers et95

al., 1990; unergative: Momma et al., 2018; Schriefers et al., 1998; short and long passives:96

Momma, 2016; unaccusatives: Momma and Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2018). We will97

not extensively review the details of those studies here, but across studies, the semantic98

interference effect in speech onset latency, that is, the sign of advance verb planning before99

the sentence onset, was consistently absent when the sentence-initial element was agentive100

(as in SOV transitive and unergative SV sentences in English and German Momma, 2016;101

Momma and Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2016, 2018; Schriefers et al., 1998; cf. Hwang102

and Kaiser, 2014 but see also Momma et al., 2016 for a discussion). In comparison, it was103

consistently present when the sentence-initial element was non-agentive (mostly patient or104

theme, as in object-initial sentences in Japanese and passive and unaccusative sentences105

in English; Momma and Ferreira, 2019; Momma et al., 2016, 2018). Thus, the results of106

various ePWI studies on the timing of verb planning could be captured by the following107

generalization.108

• Speakers tend to plan verbs before the production of their underlying objects but not109

their underlying subjects.110

Note that the term underlying object includes the subjects of passive and unaccusative111

verbs, as well as canonical objects of usual transitive sentences. This generalization is112

natural given the closer tie between verbs and their non-agentive arguments, as assumed113

in many modern linguistic theories (see especially: Baker, 2009; Harley and Stone, 1992;114

Kratzer, 1996, 2003; Marantz, 1981). But this generalization could be stated in two different115

ways. On the one hand, it could be stated in terms of conceptual or semantic relationships116

between patient/theme roles and events denoted by verbs. Under this conceptual account,117

speakers plan verbs before the production of the constituent bearing the theme/patient role118

of the event denoted by those verbs, because theme/patient roles are dependent on verbs119

in some critical way (a view that is adopted by e.g., Kratzer, 2003). Under this account,120

the generalization can be reformulated as follows:121

• Speakers tend to plan verbs before the production of a constituent bearing their122

theme/patient role but not the constituent bearing the agent role. [Conceptual ac-123

count]124

On the other hand, the generalization can be stated in syntactic terms. Under this125

syntactic account, verbs are more likely to be planned before the production of their (un-126

derlying) syntactic complement, because verbs syntactically select (that is, subcategorize)127

their complements. Under this account, the generalization can be reformulated as follows:128
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• Speakers tend to plan verbs before the production of their syntactic complement(s)129

but not their subjects. [Syntactic account]130

The conceptual and syntactic accounts make overlapping predictions on the timing131

of verb planning in most cases. In the vast majority of sentences, the constituent receiving132

a verb’s theme/patient role is also that verb’s syntactic complements underlyingly. But133

as we explain in the next section, at least under some theories of syntax, there are types134

of sentences where verbs’ semantic objects are not their syntactic complements. Those135

sentences involve the construction known as the parasitic gap construction, which we will136

compare to a superficially similar construction, known as the across-the-board construction.137

Across-the-board and parasitic gap constructions138

In English wh-movement constructions, one filler is usually associated with one gap.139

However, there are cases in which a filler is associated with multiple gaps in a class of con-140

structions known as multiple gap constructions (Levine & Sag, 2003). In English, there are141

roughly two types of multiple gap constructions. One is observed typically in a coordination142

context, namely ATB extractions like (1a) (Ross, 1967; Williams, 1978), and the other is143

observed typically in sentences with clausal adverbial adjuncts, namely PG constructions144

like (1b) (Engdahl, 1983; Ross, 1967). ATB and PG constructions are very similar. Both145

involve one filler associated with two verbs (and thus two gaps), as we can see in (1a) and146

(1b). Furthermore, if the first gap is replaced with an overt noun phrase, these constructions147

are unacceptable as we can see in (2a) and (2b).148

(2) a. * Which booki did you read it and criticize ei? [ATB]149

b. * Which booki did you read it before criticizing ei? [PG]150

Furthermore, ATB and PG constructions can express similar meanings. For example,151

(1a) and (1b) express similar meanings with similar temporal relations between two events.152

In both sentences, the most natural reading is that the event described in the first clause153

precedes (takes place prior to) the event described in the second clause. Note, in a coor-154

dination construction like (1a), this interpretation is not obligatory (i.e., a simultaneous155

interpretation is possible, in which the two events described by two conjuncts take place156

simultaneously), but such an interpretation is most salient in an example like (1a).157

There are also systematic differences between ATB and PG constructions. In general,158

the distribution of PG constructions is more restricted than that of ATB constructions159

(see Postal, 1993 for an extensive comparison between PG and ATB constructions). For160

example, PG constructions are less acceptable inside a tensed adjunct clause (Culicover,161

2001; Engdahl, 1983). A PG cannot be licensed by a certain type of operation known as162

A-movement, which is involved in the derivation of passive and raising sentences (among163

other kinds of sentences) (Culicover, 2001; Engdahl, 1983). The implicit subject of the164

second clause in PG constructions must be bound by the subject of the clause containing165

the gap that hosts the PG (Williams, 1992). ATB and PG constructions show different166

profiles in terms of pronominal binding (cf. reconstruction effects: Haik, 1985; Munn, 1992;167

Nissenbaum, 2000; but see Bruening and Al Khalaf, 2017). Perhaps the most striking168

difference between ATB and PG is the distribution of the second gap. In PG constructions,169
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the second gap contained in the adjunct clause is optional; thus it can be replaced by a170

pronoun or an overt noun phrase. In comparison, the second gap in ATB cannot be replaced171

by an overt noun phrase, as shown below.1172

(3) a. * Which booki did you read ei and criticize iti/the author? [ATB]173

b. Which booki did you read ei before criticizing iti/the author? [PG]174

Given these similarities and differences, there are roughly speaking two analytical175

approaches to ATB and PG constructions. One approach posits that ATB and PG con-176

structions are structurally alike (Bruening & Al Khalaf, 2017; Chaves, 2012; Hornstein &177

Nunes, 2002; Levine & Hukari, 2009; Munn, 1992; Sag, 1983; Williams, 1990). We call this178

approach the identity approach, in the sense that ATB and PG constructions are analyzed179

as involving the same type of syntactic dependencies. Under the identity approach, the180

two gaps in both ATB and PG sentences are generated by the same syntactic operations181

and share the same syntactic properties, that is, they are sensitive to the same syntactic182

constraints. A competing approach posits that ATB constructions are structurally different183

from PG constructions (Chomsky, 1986; Contreras, 1984, 1993; Haik, 1985; Nissenbaum,184

2000; Postal, 1993). We call this approach the non-identity approach. Typically, under185

the non-identity approach, a phonetically empty element (a null operator, represented as186

Op), is assumed to be the syntactic complement of the second verb underlyingly (Browning,187

1982; Chomsky, 1986; Contreras, 1984, 1993). This null element is co-referential with the188

wh-filler, and as a consequence, the filler is interpreted as the theme of the second verb. The189

following spells out the relevant syntactic difference assumed in the non-identity approach.190

(4) a. Which booki did you read ti and criticize ti? [ATB]191

b. Which booki did you read ti before Opi criticizing ti? [PG]192

Most relevantly, under this non-identity approach, the filler is not the direct syntactic193

complement of the second verb in the PG construction. In other words, the filler is not194

directly linked to the second verb. This is because a null element (Op) mediates the rela-195

tionship between the filler and the second verb in PG sentences, unlike in ATB sentences. In196

comparison, in ATB sentences, the filler is underlyingly the genuine syntactic complement197

of the second verb. In other words, the filler is directly linked to the second verb. Crucially,198

regardless of which approach one adopts, the conceptual relationship between the filler and199

the second verb in minimally different ATB and PG sentences is identical. For example, the200

filler (which book) is interpreted as the theme of criticize/criticizing in both (1a) and (1b).201

Thus, only under the non-identity approach are the syntactic and conceptual relationships202

between the filler and the second verb dissociated in PG constructions. Therefore, by com-203

paring the production of ATB and PG sentences, we can examine whether the conceptual204

relationship (between verbs and the constituents that saturate their theme/patient-role) or205

the syntactic relationship (between verbs and their syntactic complements) is responsible206

for triggering advance planning of the second verb.207

1Similar cases where one of the gaps is missing in ATB constructions have been observed (Goldsmith,
1985; Kehler, 2002; Ross, 1967; Schmerling, 1972, inter alia). However, in many of these cases, the gap
position does not exist, rather than it being replaced by an overt NP. Thus, something different is going
on in these cases. Though we recognize these exceptions in ATB constructions, we contend that they are
different from cases like PG constructions where the second gap is replaced by an overt NP.
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Hypotheses and predictions208

The two hypotheses for the timing of verb planning (conceptual vs. syntactic ac-209

counts) and the two hypotheses about the structures of ATB and PG (identity vs. non-210

identity accounts) combine to create four different hypotheses about how speakers might211

plan ATB and PG sentences. Figure 1 summarizes these four hypotheses and associated212

predictions regarding the timing of verb planning in ATB and PG sentences. In Figure213

1, early means before the articulation onset of the object wh-filler, while late means after214

the articulation of the wh-filler and before the verb is actually spoken. Only one of the215

four hypotheses makes a diverging prediction. Namely, only under the combination of the216

syntactic account and the non-identity account is it predicted that speakers plan verbs be-217

fore uttering the filler in ATB sentences but not in PG sentences. The primary goal of the218

current study is to test this prediction.219

Figure 1 . Predicted timing of the planning of the second verb in ATB and PG sentences
under four different hypotheses.

It is worth noting here that this critical prediction is difficult to derive from differences220

orthogonal to the structural differences posited by the non-identity account. Certainly, ATB221

and PG are different in multiple respects as briefly discussed above. However, some docu-222

mented differences between ATB and PG actually lead to precisely the opposite prediction,223

as they suggest that the relationship between the first and the second clauses are, if any-224

thing, tighter in PG constructions than in ATB constructions. For example, the presence of225

the adverbial phrase that hosts the second gap in the PG construction is dependent on the226

presence of the main clause (i.e., an adverbial clause cannot exist without a main clause),227

but conjuncts in a coordinate structure can contain an independent full-fledged clause. And228

the adverbial clause modifies the event described in the main clause but a conjunct in the229

coordinated structure is not necessarily a modifier of the event described in the other con-230

junct, i.e., the interpretation of the adverbial clause is determined in relation to the event231

described by the main clause but such is not always the case for conjuncts in a coordinate232

structure. Furthermore, the participle adjunct clause that hosts a PG includes an implicit233

subject, the interpretation of which is dependent on the matrix subject (Williams, 1992),234
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but ATB constructions do not include such an implicit subject.235

These differences between PG and ATB suggest that the interpretive relationship236

between the main and non-main clauses in PG constructions is stronger in PG than in237

ATB constructions. Furthermore, the tense of the non-main clause in PG constructions,238

but not necessarily in ATB constructions, must be interpreted in relation to the tense of239

the main clause (Ogihara, 1994), suggesting again that the relationship between the main240

and the non-main clauses in PG is stronger in PG constructions than in ATB constructions.241

Because these observations suggest that the non-main clause has a tighter relationship to242

the main clause in PG than in ATB, it could be predicted that, if anything, the verb of243

the non-main clause should be planned earlier in PG than in ATB. This is contrary to the244

prediction derived above. Thus, although it is true that ATB and PG can differ in more245

than one way, it is unclear how differences other than the syntactic difference postulated246

by the non-identity account could derive the critical prediction.247

Sentence-Word Interference (SWI) paradigm248

One of the methodological challenges in investigating the production of complex sen-249

tences is that it is difficult to elicit complex sentences reliably. To our knowledge, there is no250

clear way of eliciting sentences containing ATB or PG constructions using picture stimuli,251

which means that the extended picture-word interference paradigm is not easily applicable252

to studying the timing of verb planning in ATB and PG sentences. Thus, to study the253

time-course of planning processes involved in the production of ATB and PG sentences, we254

must first develop a task that allows the reliable elicitation of those types of sentences.255

In the current study, we developed a variant of a Rapid-Serial-Visual-Presentation256

(RSVP)-based sentence recall task. In this task, participants read target sentences in the257

RSVP fashion, and recall those sentences after some secondary tasks. As a working hypoth-258

esis, we adopt the regeneration hypothesis (Lombardi & Potter, 1992; Potter & Lombardi,259

1990, 1998). The regeneration hypothesis maintains that people can remember sentences260

well not because they form a verbatim memory of sentences but because they "regenerate"261

the target sentence from conceptual memory using the (un-ordered) set of recently acti-262

vated words. In support of this hypothesis, Potter and Lombardi, 1990 showed that, when263

recalling a sentence, speakers often substitute words in a sentence with recently activated264

lure words as frequently as 34% of the times (see also Baddeley et al., 2009; Rummer et al.,265

2013; Sachs, 1974). Under the regeneration hypothesis, the process of recalling a sentence266

involves the process of sentence production (see Bock, 1982 for a similar claim), that is,267

it involves the processes of mapping conceptual representations onto syntactic representa-268

tions, and syntactic representations onto phonological representations (Bock & Levelt, 1994;269

Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989).270

The sentence recall task allows us to elicit across-the-board and parasitic gap sentences271

relatively reliably. But how can we study the timing of verb planning using the sentence272

recall task? Here we extended the recall task based on the same logic as the ePWI task.273

The idea is to present a distractor verb that is sometimes semantically related to the verb274

in question right when speakers are prompted to recall sentences. If we can establish that275

speakers indeed slow down due to distractor verbs in sentence recall (as we will test in276

Experiment 1 below), the interference effect in a recall task can be used as a tool for277

investigating the timing of verb planning in sentence regeneration, which by hypothesis278
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reflects the processes of sentence production. The detailed structure of this Sentence-Word279

interference task is shown in Figure 2 and described in the Procedure section below.280

Method281

Participants282

Forty-eight (Experiment 1) and one hundred and fifty-five (Experiment 2) native283

monolingual English speakers were recruited using Prolific Academic. Experiment 2 had a284

larger sample size than Experiment 1 because we expected that Experiment 2 would have285

greater amount of noise in the data than Experiment 1 due to the increased complexity286

of sentences (which would lead to less accurate recall), and because Experiment 2 tested287

our critical predictions. For each participant, informed consent was obtained. Each exper-288

iment took roughly between 20–30 minutes. Each participant was paid five US dollars for289

compensation. Those participants who did not follow instructions or whose recordings were290

too poor in quality (four participants in Experiment 1 and fifteen participants in Experi-291

ment 2) or had fewer than three (i.e., <25%) error-free trials in any of the conditions (two292

participants in Experiment 1 and twenty nine participants in Experiment 2) were replaced.293

Materials294

Sixty-four sentence frames like the following were constructed for Experiment 1.295

(5) a. Which computer did the engineer test? [First verb]296

b. Which computer did the engineer repair? [Second verb]297

The first sentence (5a) was in the first verb conditions, and (5b) was in the second298

verb conditions, because the verb test and repair were used as the first and the second verb299

of ATB and PG sentences in Experiment 2 (which involved sentences like Which computer300

did the engineer test and repair/before repairing). Those sentences always had ’which NP’301

as the filler associated with the object position of a transitive verb. The subject NP varied302

across sentences in Experiment 1 (but not in Experiment 2, see below). For each sentence303

frame, we chose a distractor verb that is related to the verb that was used as the second304

verb in Experiment 2, as in (5b) (e.g., help for repair). Distractor verbs were chosen on305

an intuitive basis, but their relatedness to the target verbs was later verified using Latent306

Semantic Analysis (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Note that all distractor verbs were also307

used as target verbs in some other trials in the second verb condition condition. This308

decision was based on the observation that, in a Picture-Word interference task, distractors309

that are also in the response set are more likely to elicit a larger semantic interference310

effect (Roelofs, 1992; cf. Caramazza and Costa, 2000). Although the current task is not311

the same as a PWI task and participants in the current task could not know what verbs312

were in the response set (unlike in a PWI task with picture familiarization), it is possible313

that distractor verbs that were used as target verbs in preceding trials could increase the314

magnitude and/or likelihood of observing a semantic interference effect. Because the logic315

of Experiment 2 relies on a reliable semantic interference effect from verb distractors, we316

wanted to maximize the chance of obtaining a semantic interference effect.317

In Experiment 2, using exactly the same set of filler NPs and verbs as in Experiment318

1, sixty-four sentence frames like the following were constructed.319
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(6) a. Which computer did you test and repair? [ATB]320

b. Which computer did you test before repairing? [PG]321

The adverb introducing the adverbial clause in PG sentences was always before. The322

reason for this decision despite the availability of other adverbs (such as after, while, etc.)323

was twofold. First, we wanted to hold the number of function words used in the ATB324

and PG conditions constant at one. Because and was practically the only connective that325

could be used in relatively natural and easy-to-remember ATB sentences (words like or and326

but create pragmatically odd sentences unless other licensing contexts are given), we also327

wanted to use only one type of adverb introducing PG clauses. Second, the ATB sentences328

with and and PG sentences with before are minimally different in their meanings. The329

most natural interpretations of (6a) and (6b) are very similar, in that they both involve two330

past events that occurred in succession, with the event described by the main clause verb331

preceding the event described by the verb in the adverbial clause. If other adverbs, such as332

after and while were used, the differences in meaning would increase between conditions,333

introducing additional confounds.334

Also, the subject was always you in Experiment 2, although in Experiment 1, the335

subject varied across sentences. This difference was due to our pilot study for Experiment336

2, which was conducted after Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the critical sentences were337

more complex than in Experiment 1, and according to the pilot study for Experiment 2,338

this made the sentence recall task too hard for many participants. To lessen the difficulty339

of memorizing and recalling sentences in Experiment 2, we made the decision to simplify340

sentences by using only you as the subject. The distractor verbs and their pairing with target341

sentences were identical to Experiment 1. There were no filler sentences in Experiments342

1 or 2, because based on our pilot experiments using similar tasks, including sentences343

with various different structures reduced the chance of speakers producing the intended344

sentences, thereby adding noise to the data.345

Because Experiment 2 was the critical test of our main hypotheses, we measured the346

acceptability as well as plausibility of the target sentences used in Experiment 2, based on347

two separate norming experiments each with twenty-four participants. The results of these348

norming experiments are summarized in Table 1, along with the acceptability and plausibil-349

ity scores of filler sentences, which comprised sentences with various degrees of acceptability350

and plausibility. As can be seen in Table 1, there was a slight advantage for the ATB sen-351

tences both in terms of acceptability and plausibility. A linear mixed effects model of the352

z-score transformed acceptability score with Sentence Type (ATB vs. PG) as fixed effects353

with a maximal random effects structure revealed that this ATB advantage was indeed sig-354

nificant (β̂ = −0.072, SE = 0.032, p = .027). An analogous effect was found on plausibility355

scores (β̂ = −0.113, SE = 0.046, p = .019). However, because the difference was slight (a356

0.15 point difference in acceptability and a 0.25 point difference in plausibility), and because357

it was not easy to match those scores across conditions while simultaneously satisfying var-358

ious other constraints, we decided to statistically control for the effect of plausibility and359

acceptability, instead of attempting to create perfectly matched stimuli. Thus, in the sta-360

tistical analyses in Experiment 2, we initially included the plausibility and acceptability361

scores as well as their interaction with Relatedness as covariates in all models. However, in362

all of the models reported here, there was no evidence that plausibility, acceptability, the363
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interaction between plausibility and Relatedness, or the interaction between acceptability364

and Relatedness affected onset latency or production time. Including those variables also365

did not change the results. Therefore, we did not include these variables in our final model366

and we only report the results of the models without them.367

Table 1
Mean acceptability and plausibility scores of target sentences in Experiment 2.

Sentence Type Acceptability Plausibility
ATB 6.17 (0.44) 5.98 (0.28)
PG 6.02 (0.37) 5.74 (0.17)
Good filler 6.33 (0.54) 6.51 (0.55)
Bad filler 1.91 (-1.57) 2.33 (-1.53)

Procedure368

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 had identical procedures. They were run online using369

PCIbex (Zehr and Schwarz, 2018). In both experiments, participants were first given an370

explanation of the task. The instructions given were as follows.371

In this experiment, you will first read a sentence in a word-by-word fashion. Each372

word will be flashed on the screen. Your task is to read the sentence silently and373

memorize the sentence for later recall. After you see each sentence, you will374

see a series of words. Your task is to read aloud each word as it is presented to375

you as soon as possible, but EXCEPT when the word is presented in red font.376

Note that words can be briefly in black font before turning red. When you see a377

word in red font, INSTEAD OF reading the word aloud, you should recite the378

sentence you memorized aloud, as soon as possible.379

Following the instructions, participants went through four practice trials, which had380

the same task structure as the experimental trials. Following the practice trials, the main381

experimental trials began, which had the following sequence of events. First, a string of382

four asterisks (****) was presented for 450 milliseconds, followed by an RSVP presentation383

of a sentence with 450 milliseconds/word presentation rate. The sentence was followed384

by four asterisks, which marked the end of each sentence. Following the sentence to be385

memorized, a series of pseudo-randomly chosen verbs (which had no obvious phonological386

or semantic relationship to the preceding sentence) were presented one after the other,387

and participants were instructed to read aloud each word as they saw it. There were 2–4388

words in this sequence, and each word was presented for 1500ms. After the last word, the389

distractor word that was either semantically related or unrelated to the relevant verb in the390

memorized sentence was presented, initially in a black font (which made it indistinguishable391

from the preceding series of words). The distractor word’s font color then changed to red,392

at which point speakers recalled the sentence instead of reading aloud the distractor verb.393

The distractor verb remained on the screen for 4850 milliseconds after it turned red, and394

during this time speakers’ recall responses were recorded. Each trial was separated by a395
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Figure 2 . A schematic illustration of the task in Experiments 1 and 2.

prompt to press the space key for the next trial. The distractor verb was initially presented396

in a black font for 150 milliseconds to increase the likelihood that speakers would register397

the distractor word at least partially. A schematic illustration of the task is shown in Figure398

2.399

Scoring and analyses400

All audio files were first transcribed and coded for errors. Errors were defined as any401

deviation from the target sentence, with the following exceptions. First, substitutions of402

non-critical words with synonyms were tolerated (e.g., warm up substituted with a synonym403

heat up). In addition, in ATB sentences in Experiment 2, speakers sometimes said and then404

instead of just and, but those trials were not counted as errors. Incomplete utterances,405

trials where participants read aloud the distractor word, trials where participants were still406

uttering the previous word after the recall prompt, and trials where participants uttered407

overt hesitations (uh, um, etc.) before finishing the sentence were also coded as erroneous.408

In both Experiments 1 and 2, the onset latency of the error-free utterances were409

manually extracted using Praat, by the author who was blind to the relatedness condition.410

Additionally, in Experiment 2, we aligned the audio of the error-free trials with their tran-411

scriptions using an automatic text-to-speech forced aligner called Gentle, followed by human412

adjustments for trials where the forced aligner suggested implausibly short durations. The413

alignment data was used to extract the production time of each word, defined as the time414

interval between the onset of a word and the onset of the next word. The production time415

for each word in Experiment 1 was not calculated, because it is not relevant to our theories416

and predictions. In Experiment 1, the dependent variable of interest was onset latency.417

In Experiment 2, in addition to the onset latency, we analyzed the production time of the418

word preceding the target verb, that is, the time speakers spent on the before/and region.419

This region was examined to verify that the verb interference effect was indeed present420

in PG sentences, just at a different timing than in the ATB sentences. This region was421

chosen a priori as the region of interest, based on our previous (unpublished) ePWI study422

that showed the verb interference effect in the production time of the word immediately423

preceding the target verb. The onset latency measure should reflect the process that occurs424

prior to sentence onset, and the production time of the pre-verbal region should reflect the425

process that happens right before the production of the relevant verb. Of course, finding426
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the verb interference effect in this region does not mean that speakers only plan verbs right427

before articulating them, but that would at least show that the semantic interference effect428

is present in PG sentences, just not in the onset latency.429

All analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2020), using the brms package430

(Bürkner, 2018). For both onset latency and word-by-word production time, we fit Bayesian431

hierarchical models, with the maximal random effects structure in the sense of Barr et al.432

2013. In Experiment 1, the model included Verb Position (first vs. second, coded as -0.5433

and 0.5), Relatedness (related vs. unrelated, coded as -0.5 and 0.5), and their interaction434

as fixed effects; by-subject and by-item random intercepts; and by-subject and by-item435

random slopes for Verb Position, Relatedness, and their interaction. In Experiment 2,436

for onset latency, the model included Sentence Type (ATB vs. PG, coded as -0.5 and437

0.5), Relatedness and their interaction as fixed effects; by-subject and by-item random438

intercepts; and by-subject and by-item random slopes for Sentence Type, Relatedness and439

their interaction. The same model structures were used for the production time analysis in440

the pre-verbal region. In both experiments, we set normal priors over all fixed effects and441

intercepts. All priors had a mean value of 0, and the variance on the prior distribution was442

set to 1 for all fixed effects, and 10 for the intercepts. The prior on the correlation matrix443

was a LKJ regularizing prior (Lewandowski et al., 2009) with η = 2 (Vasishth et al., 2018).444

For the production time analysis, production times of more than 1000ms were removed445

(64 out of 9929 data points). For all analyses, we used 95% credible interval (based on446

percentile) to make inferences. That is, we conclude that there is evidence for an effect if447

the 95% credible interval for that effect does not include 0. For each model, four Monte448

Carlo Markov Chains with 5000 samples were run. The first 2500 samples were discarded449

as a warm-up period. For all models reported below, the R̂ statistic was at or near 1.0 for450

all fixed effects parameters of interest, and no divergences were observed.451

Results452

Experiment 1453

Overall, 20.3% of trials (636 out of 3136 trials) were identified as erroneous and454

were excluded from subsequent analyses. The error rates across the four conditions were455

as follows: First verb-Related: 20.2%; First verb-Unrelated: 17.6%; Second verb-Related:456

22.5%; Second verb-Unrelated: 20.2%. One of the items (item #10 in the appendix) had457

zero error-free trials in the Second verb-Related condition so it was excluded from the458

subsequent onset latency and production time analyses.459

As can be seen in Figure 3, in the first verb condition, if anything, speakers were460

on average 6 milliseconds faster to start speaking given a related distractor than given an461

unrelated distractor, suggesting that related distractors did not interfere with the verbs462

that were used as the first verb in Experiment 2. In contrast, speakers were on average 24463

milliseconds slower to start speaking in the second verb condition given a related distractor464

than given an unrelated distractor, suggesting that related distractor words interfered with465

the verbs that used as the second verb in Experiment 2. Supporting this pattern, there was466

evidence for an interaction between Relatedness and Verb Position (β̂ = −0.040, 95% CrI467

= [−0.078,−0.003], Pr(β < 0) = 0.995). There was no clear evidence for a main effect of468

Relatedness (β̂ = −0.014, 95% CrI = [−0.033, 0.005], Pr(β < 0) = 0.943) or evidence for a469
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Figure 3 . By-subject mean onset latency across four conditions in Experiment 1. Error
bars represent standard error of the mean.

main effect of Verb Position (β̂ = −0.002, 95% CrI = [−0.021, 0.016], Pr(β > 0) = 0.584).470

Planned comparisons (based on nested models) revealed evidence for an effect of Relatedness471

in the second verb condition (β̂ = −0.034, 95% CrI = [−0.061,−0.007], Pr(β < 0) = 0.994),472

but not in the first verb condition (β̂ = 0.006, 95% CrI = [−0.020, 0.032], Pr(β < 0) =473

0.329). Thus, Experiment 1 provided evidence that the distractors we chose are effective and474

are specifically interfering with the verbs that were used as the second verb in Experiment475

2.476

Experiment 2477

Overall, 35.2% of the trials (3495 out of 9920 trials) were identified as erroneous, so478

they were excluded from subsequent analyses. The error rates across the four conditions479

were as follows: ATB-Related: 35.8%; ATB-Unrelated: 36.2%; PG-Related: 36.7%; PG-480

Unrelated: 32.2%.481

Figure 4 shows the onset latency and the production time of the before/and region482

across the four conditions. In the ATB sentences, speakers were on average 20 milliseconds483

slower to start speaking given the related distractors than given the unrelated distractors.484

In contrast, in the PG condition, speakers were if anything 3 milliseconds faster to start485

speaking given the related distractors than given the unrelated distractors. Supporting this486

pattern, there was evidence for a Relatedness × Sentence Type interaction (β̂ = 0.019, 95%487

CrI = [0.004, 0.034], Pr(β > 0) = 0.995). Planned comparisons (based on nested models)488

revealed evidence for an effect of Relatedness in the ATB condition (β̂ = −0.015, 95% CrI489

= [−0.026,−0.005], Pr(β < 0) = 0.998), but not in the PG condition (β̂ = 0.004, 95%490

CrI = [−0.006, 0.014], Pr(β < 0) = 0.226). There was weak evidence for a main effect491
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Figure 4 . By-subject mean onset latency (left) and by-subject mean production time of the
(before/and) region (right) across the four conditions in Experiment 2. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean.

of Relatedness (β̂ = −0.006, 95% CrI = [−0.013, 0.002], Pr(β < 0) = 0.939), but we will492

not interpret this effect due to the presence of the interaction involving this factor. There493

was no evidence for an effect of Sentence Type (β̂ = 0.001, 95% CrI = [−0.007, 0.005],494

Pr(β > 0) = 0.590).495

As can be seen in Figure 4, speakers took 11 milliseconds longer to speak the before496

region given related distractors than given unrelated distractors in the PG condition. In497

contrast, in the ATB condition, speakers took, if anything, 2 milliseconds less to speak498

the and region given related distractors than given unrelated distractors. Supporting this499

pattern, there was evidence for Relatedness × Sentence Type interaction (β̂ = −0.030,500

95% CrI = [−0.060,−0.001], Pr(β < 0) = 0.978). Planned comparisons (based on nested501

models) revealed evidence for an effect of Relatedness in the PG condition (β̂ = −0.018,502

95% CrI = [−0.036,−0.001], Pr(β < 0) = 0.981), but not in the ATB condition (β̂ = 0.012,503

95% CrI = [−0.015, 0.039], Pr(β < 0) = 0.197). There was clear evidence for a main effect504

of Sentence Type (β̂ = 0.582, 95% CrI = [0.546, 0.619], Pr(β > 0) = 0.999), but this just505

suggests that speakers took more time to say before than to say and.506

To make sure that we did not miss potential interference effects in other regions, we507

also conducted exploratory analyses on the production time in other regions, separately for508

ATB and PG sentences. Figure 5 shows the region-by-region average production time in509

each condition. As can be seen, production times in the ATB condition were very closely510

matched, and there was no evidence for an interference effect in any region in the ATB511

condition. In comparison, there was evidence for an interference effect in the did region512

in the PG condition (β̂ = −0.023, 95% CrI = [−0.038,−0.006], Pr(β > 0) = 0.997). No513

reliable evidence for an interference effect was found in other regions.514
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Taken together, in the ATB condition, the verb interference effect was observed before515

utterance onset, but not during the utterance. In comparison, in the PG condition, the verb516

interference effect was observed during the utterance, specifically in the production time517

of the did and before regions. In the PG condition, the interference effect was numerically518

small in any individual region (<12ms), perhaps because the effect was distributed across519

more than one region. These results together suggest that speakers relatively consistently520

planned the second verb before speech onset in the ATB condition, while they planned the521

second verb later in the PG condition, though the precise timing may vary across speakers,522

items, and/or trials.523

Figure 5 . By-subject word-by-word mean production time across the four conditions in
Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Discussion524

We investigated the timing of verb planning in the production of sentences involving525

ATB and PG constructions, using the sentence-word interference task. In Experiment 1, we526
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established that the current task and target-distractor verb pairs can elicit verb interference527

effects. In Experiment 2, using the same task and the same target-distractor pairs as in528

Experiment 1, we showed that the semantic interference effect on verbs is observed in onset529

latency in ATB constructions but not in PG constructions. The opposite pattern was found530

in the pre-verb word production time. This pattern suggests that speakers predominantly531

planned the second verb before speech onset in the ATB condition, but as they articulated532

the sentences in the PG condition. This pattern is predicted by the syntactic account,533

which posits that speakers plan verbs before their syntactic complement. The results are534

not compatible with the conceptual account, which posits that speakers plan verbs before535

the patients of the event denoted by the verbs, because the filler is the patient or theme of536

the event denoted by the verb in both ATB and PG sentences.537

Here we present a sketch of a model of structure building procedures in ATB and PG538

sentence production and explain how it captures the current results. In this preliminary539

model, structure building in the production of ATB and PG sentences proceeds as follows.540

Given the relevant conceptual representation, which in the current experiment was extracted541

from the sentences memorized, speakers first realize that the filler is associated with two542

events/states. Minimally, they realize that the message-level representation contains two543

events, that two events share the same participant, and that the shared participant corre-544

sponds to the filler. Speakers then determine whether the relationship between two events is545

better expressed by coordination or subordination, to choose between coordinate structures546

or adjunct structures. If they determined that a coordinate structure is appropriate, they547

construct a syntactic structure corresponding to an ATB construction, which involves two548

coordinated verb phrases, each with a gap. When both gaps are the direct syntactic com-549

plement of two verbs as in the current experiments, speakers plan the verbs, which are by550

hypothesis used to encode the syntactic dependencies between the two verbs and the filler.551

Because speakers plan the second verb before the articulation of the filler, they are suscep-552

tible to semantic interference on the second verb before the articulation of the filler, as the553

current results suggest. In comparison, if speakers determine that a subordinate structure is554

appropriate for expressing two events, they construct syntactic structures corresponding to555

PG constructions, which involves subordination. Because adverbial subordinate clauses are556

islands (Bondevik et al., 2020; Cattell, 1976; Chomsky, 1986; Geis, 1970; Huang, 1982; Kush557

et al., 2018, 2019; Sprouse et al., 2012; Stepanov, 2007), they do not posit a gap directly558

associated with the filler inside these subordinate clauses. Instead, they posit a pronominal559

element that is co-referential with the filler (i.e., a null operator or silent pronoun). This560

process of positing a pronominal element may occur much later than the production of the561

filler. Because the filler is not the syntactic complement of the verb inside the adjunct,562

they have no grammatical motivation to plan the second verb before beginning to speak the563

filler. As a consequence, when producing PG sentences, speakers are not susceptible to the564

semantic interference on the second verb before the production of the filler. Instead, they565

experience the interference effect when they actually need to plan the second verb, as the566

current data suggests.567

This way of capturing the current results offers a unified account of the planning568

procedures for seemingly unrelated constructions, specifically raising-to-subject and subject569

control constructions. Raising-to-subject and subject control constructions show contrasts570

that are relevantly similar to the contrast between ATB and PG constructions. According571
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to some theories of raising and control (e.g., Landau, 2003; cf. Boeckx and Hornstein, 2004;572

Hornstein, 1999; see Polinsky, 2013 for a recent overview), when the embedded clause is573

in the passive voice, the matrix subject is the (underlying) syntactic complement of the574

embedded verb in raising-to-subject sentences, but not in subject control sentences.575

In a previous ePWI study examining the timing of verb planning, Momma et al.576

(2020) investigated the timing of verb planning in raising-to-subject and subject control577

sentences like the following.578

(7) a. The chef seems to be greeted by the ballerina. [raising-to-subject]579

b. The chef wants to be greeted by the ballerina. [subject control]580

Based on the ePWI methodology discussed in the introduction, Momma et al. found581

that speakers showed semantic interference on the embedded verb in onset latency in raising-582

to-subject sentences as in (7a), just like what the current results showed in ATB sentences.583

In contrast, in subject control sentences as in (7b). Instead, in subject control sentences,584

speakers showed verb interference later, just like what the current results showed in PG585

sentences.586

According to some theories of grammar such as Government and Binding (Chomsky,587

1981), those sentences have the following underlying representations.588

(8) a. The chefi seems ti to be greeted ti by the ballerina.589

b. The chefi wants PROi to be greeted ti by the ballerina.590

In (7a), the main clause subject of raising-to-subject sentences (the chef in the ex-591

amples above) is underlyingly the syntactic complement of the embedded verb (greeted in592

the example above). This direct dependency relationship between the subject and the em-593

bedded verb is similar to the dependency involved in the ATB sentences between the filler594

and the second verb; that is, in both ATB and raising-to-subject sentences, there is a direct595

dependency between the relevant noun and the relevant verb. In comparison, in (7b), the596

main clause subject of the subject control sentences is the semantic object (theme) but not597

the syntactic complement of the embedded verb. That is, the relationship between the598

subject and the embedded verb is mediated by a null pronoun (called PRO), just like the599

relationship between the filler and the non-main verb in PG is mediated by a null opera-600

tor/pronoun. Therefore, the results of the current study and the study by Momma et al.601

can both be accounted for by the hypothesis that speakers plan verbs before the articulation602

of their syntactic complements, but not before the articulation of their semantic objects that603

are not syntactic complements. Thus, the current approach gives us a unified account of604

the timing of verb planning in seemingly unrelated types of sentences.605

Structure building in sentence production606

The current results suggest that speakers (tend to) plan verbs before the articulation607

of their syntactic complements, as in the case of ATB sentences, but not necessarily before608

the articulation of the theme/patient of the event denoted by those verbs, as in the case609

of PG sentences. This contrast in turn suggests that speakers can decide whether the filler610

is the syntactic complement of a verb, even when the conceptual role of the filler is not611

sufficient to determine its grammatical status. In the current study, the conceptual role612
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of the filler was constant between ATB and PG sentences, so conceptual role information613

was not sufficient to decide whether the filler was the syntactic complement of the second614

verb or not. Surface phrasal structures are not sufficient either, unless they encode the615

distinction between the two types of dependencies involved in ATB and PG sentences.616

Therefore, to capture the current results, it is insufficient to posit functional structures617

and surface phrase-structural representations without empty elements or some notational618

variants, which are often the only syntactic level of representations assumed in prominent619

models of sentence production (e.g., Bock and Levelt, 1994; Bock et al., 1992; Branigan and620

Pickering, 2017; Kempen and Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989 among many others). Some621

representational device that encodes information about whether the filler is the syntactic622

complement of a particular verb is necessary. One such representational device is empty623

elements like null operators or null resumptive pronouns; they ensure that the surface phrase624

structure carries information about whether moved elements (like fillers) are the syntactic625

complement of a verb or not. Certainly, there are multiple ways of implementing such a626

device (see below for more in-depth discussion), so we will not commit to a particular theory627

of syntax here. But the main point is that theories of sentence production need to enrich the628

phrase-structure representations they assume, incorporating some representational device629

that distinguishes underlying syntactic complements from non-complements, independently630

of their conceptual role and of surface phrase structures. This requires building syntactic631

representations that are richer than usually acknowledged in most major production models632

that explicitly discuss the nature of the syntactic representations involved (e.g., F. Ferreira,633

2000; Kempen and Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989) and their successors (e.g., Bock and634

Levelt, 1994; V. S. Ferreira et al., 2018).635

The current results also suggest that, given two events to be expressed, speakers can636

determine whether they are producing coordination (in ATB sentences) or subordination637

(in PG sentences) early in the production process, before starting to produce the filler asso-638

ciated with the coordinate or subordinate structures. This is because, for speakers to make639

a decision about whether to plan the second verb, they must first decide whether they are640

producing an ATB sentence (which involves coordination) or a PG sentence (which involves641

subordination). Because the distinction between coordination and subordination is a hi-642

erarchical one, this suggests that speakers at least formulate a rudimentary representation643

of the hierarchical relationship between clauses, either at the level of semantics, syntax, or644

both. Of course, this does not mean that speakers always know the relationship between645

clauses, but at least in the current task, speakers must have the capacity to represent hier-646

archical clausal relationships well in advance, and use them to guide their sentence planning647

procedures (see below for more in-depth discussion on the flexibility of sentence planning).648

This conception of how sentence planning proceeds is compatible with a broad class of649

production hypotheses known as hierarchical incrementality (Bock et al., 2003; Konopka,650

2012; Lee et al., 2013; Van de Velde et al., 2014 among others), which state that sentence651

planning is (or can be) guided by hierarchical representations of message or syntax, which652

are presumed to be encoded early on in production processes.653

Representations of ATB and PG constructions654

The current results can be captured naturally under the analysis that ATB and PG655

constructions involve two distinct types of dependency representations: direct dependency656
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in ATB and indirect dependency mediated by a null element in PG. In particular, the657

analysis that the filler is the direct complement of the second verb in ATB but not in658

PG (e.g., Postal, 1993) offers a straightforward explanation of the current results, when659

combined with the hypothesis that speakers plan verbs only before the production of their660

syntactic complement. This is because, under such an analysis, the filler is actually not the661

syntactic complement of the second verb in PG constructions unlike in ATB constructions,662

and thus the second verb does not have to be planned before the filler in PG sentences.663

Analyses where ATB and PG constructions are representationally alike (e.g., Chaves, 2012;664

Hornstein and Nunes, 2002; Munn, 1992; Williams, 1990) would need to explain the current665

pattern based on something other than differences in the types of dependencies involved in666

ATB and PG constructions.667

It is possible to capture the current results without assuming distinct types of de-668

pendencies for ATB and PG constructions. Specifically, it may be that the filler in PG669

constructions is indeed the syntactic complement of the second verb (so the dependencies670

involved in ATB and PG constructions are the same in type), but speakers do not plan671

the second verb before the filler production in PG because the filler is only optionally the672

syntactic complement of the second verb. Unlike in ATB, the gap of the second verb in PG673

can be replaced with an overt pronoun, as shown in (3b). Due to this optionality, speakers674

may be able to postpone any commitment to representing the filler as the syntactic com-675

plement of the second verb. If so, when producing PG sentences, speakers may not have to676

plan the second verb before the production of a filler with an under-specified relationship677

to the second verb. Under this optionality account, it is not necessary to adopt an analysis678

where ATB and PG constructions contain distinct types of dependencies.679

However, this optionality account still needs to assume some syntactic differences680

between ATB and PG constructions. Under the optionality account, speakers should be681

able to realize that the filler is only optionally the syntactic complement of the second verb.682

The difference between a PG and an overt pronoun is difficult to reduce to a conceptual683

difference, because the propositional content of a PG sentence (e.g., which computer did you684

test before repairing?) and a minimally different sentence with an overt pronoun instead685

of a PG (e.g., which computer did you test before repairing it?) are essentially the same.686

So the choice between a PG and a pronoun is essentially a syntactic one. This means that687

speakers need to represent different syntactic structures for ATB and PG constructions688

to know that the filler does not have to be the syntactic complement of the second verb.689

Thus, the optionality account presupposes some syntactic difference(s) between ATB and690

PG constructions.691

In sum, the current results are most naturally accommodated by representational the-692

ories assuming two distinct types of dependencies for ATB and PG constructions, although693

the optionality account may capture the current results without assuming two distinct types694

of dependencies. Regardless of which account is correct, the current results are difficult to695

capture without assuming some syntactic difference(s) between ATB and PG constructions696

that are not easily reducible to conceptual differences.697

Flexibility in sentence planning698

Phenomenologically, it is unlikely that speakers must plan verbs’ lemmas before they699

start uttering their underlying objects (Momma & Ferreira, 2019). For instance, we can700
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certainly name an object that happened to be in front of us in a phrasal format (e.g., the701

computer) and continue a sentence using the already-uttered phrase as the underlying object702

(e.g., the computer fell from the table). In fact, if we were incapable of doing so, it would703

be impossible to construct object-initial, verb-final structures in the well known cloze task704

(Taylor, 1953), contrary to fact. Consistent with this intuition, various experimental studies705

also suggest that planning scope is flexible, at least in terms of noun phrase planning without706

direct dependency relationships (F. Ferreira and Swets, 2002; Konopka, 2012; Konopka707

and Meyer, 2014; Wagner et al., 2010). In addition, a previous corpus study suggests708

that speakers may plan verbs’ lemmas sometimes early and sometimes late (Van de Velde709

et al., 2015). This study showed that, in Dutch, verb bias on structural choice in the710

dative alternation has a weaker (though still significant) effect in verb-final clauses than711

in verb-initial clauses. Another study investigating speech errors involving case markers712

in Japanese (Iwasaki, 2010) showed that, at least occasionally, speakers may exploit the713

correlation between theme/patient thematic roles and accusative case marking to (wrongly)714

choose the accusative case marker for the subjects of unaccusative or passive verbs, which715

require nominative case marking. This suggests that Japanese speakers may not always716

use verbs’ lexical information to select a case marking. Thus, it is unlikely that verbs,717

or the event concepts associated with them, are obligatorily planned before the utterance718

of their syntactic object (see F. Ferreira and Swets, 2002; Konopka, 2012; Levelt, 1989;719

Wagner et al., 2010 for more general discussion on the flexibility of planning scope that is720

not restricted to the planning of verbs).721

There are two ways to capture this flexibility in verb planning. One approach is to722

accept that speakers have two ways of grammatically encoding underlying objects (verb-723

dependent and verb-independent encoding), and speakers choose between these two strate-724

gies depending on the circumstances. Under this approach, the generalization about the725

timing of verb planning reflects speakers’ tendency to plan verbs before a certain point in726

time. This approach is appealing as it has broader empirical coverage, but it is at the same727

time not constraining. An alternative approach is to assume that verbs’ lemmas must be728

planned before the object argument can be integrated into the overall structure of a sen-729

tence, rather than before the object argument is articulated. That is, articulation might730

precede grammatical integration, and only the process of grammatical integration requires731

verbs’ lemmas. Normally, speakers grammatically integrate a phrase to be produced be-732

fore articulation, but this may not be a strict requirement of the production system. This733

approach is more constraining than the first approach, but the challenge for this approach734

is that it is not easy to know when speakers utter noun phrases in isolation vs. as an735

integrated part of a sentence. So, unfortunately, we are not able to support or reject either736

approach in the current study.737

Related to the flexibility issue, we do not argue that the current results necessarily738

hold for everyday speaking. For instance, the current study does not necessarily suggest739

that speakers always plan verbs’ lemmas before speaking ATB sentences or that speakers740

do not plan verbs’ lemma before speaking PG sentences. Given that the current study is741

based on a sentence-recall task, it is likely that speakers have more certainty about what742

structures to use prior to speech planning than in everyday speaking. This might have743

magnified the difference in the timing of verb planning between ATB and PG sentence744

production. However, this does not constitute a basis for disregarding the experimental745
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results (Mook, 1983). The primary purpose of the current experiment (and many other746

psychological experiments) is not to make predictions about how speakers should behave in747

everyday life, but to test theories about speakers’ cognitive capacities. Even if the current748

task does not resemble real-world situations, the difference in the timing of verb planning749

between ATB and PG production demands an explanation. Our explanation is that the750

sentence-initial object fillers are directly syntactically dependent on verbs in ATB sentences751

but not PG sentences, and consequently, at least when speakers can represent this difference752

(as in the current task), speakers plan verbs before the sentence-initial object fillers in ATB753

but not in PG to establish the syntactic dependency.754

Memory of sentences755

In the memory literature, it has been argued that memory of sentences, even in short-756

term recall tasks, is not verbatim memory (Potter and Lombardi, 1990, 1998; Sachs, 1974).757

When people are able to recall a sentence they memorized accurately, this successful recall758

is due to the regeneration of the sentence structure from conceptual memory using the un-759

ordered set of recently activated words. Put differently, sentence recall involves grammatical760

encoding in sentence production (see Bock, 1982; V. S. Ferreira, 2003 for a similar view).761

The current results support this hypothesis about how people recall sentences for produc-762

tion. If sentences are recalled from verbatim memory, it is unclear how the time-course763

of sentence planning could differ between ATB and PG sentences as the current results764

suggest. Thus, the current results indirectly support the basic claims of the regeneration765

hypothesis (Potter and Lombardi, 1990).766

If sentence recall reflects sentence production processes, as the current results sug-767

gest, it is good news for researchers who study sentence production. One of the primary768

methodological challenges for studying sentence-level production is that it is hard to elicit769

grammatically complex sentences, which are critical in investigating the fine details of men-770

tal representations of sentences in production. Previous studies (e.g., Chang et al., 2003;771

V. S. Ferreira, 2003; McDonald et al., 1993; Potter and Lombardi, 1998) have shown that772

various properties of sentence production mechanisms can be studied using sentence recall,773

and the current study adds to those previous studies by showing that, using a variant of sen-774

tence recall tasks we call the sentence-word interference task, it is possible to gain insights775

about not only factors influencing the final form of sentences, but also the time-course of776

the planning processes involved in grammatically complex sentences. We thus hope that777

the current study contributes to establishing a methodological basis for studying various778

types of sentences that have been important in studying the structures of sentences, to779

facilitate cross-talk between theories of sentence production and theories of grammatical780

representations.781

Conclusion782

The current study examined the timing of verb planning in ATB and PG sentence783

production, to better understand how speakers plan grammatically complex sentences in-784

volving multiple dependencies. The results suggest that speakers predominantly plan both785

verbs before starting to speak the filler associated with them in ATB sentences, but not in786

PG sentences. This timing contrast is predicted by the combination of the production hy-787
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pothesis that speakers plan verbs before the production of their syntactic complement and788

the representational hypothesis that assumes distinct types of dependencies in ATB and789

PG constructions. Thus, the current study supports these hypotheses about production790

processes and syntactic representations. More generally, these hypotheses in turn suggest791

that sentence production processes are guided by rich syntactic representations that are not792

reducible to conceptual representations.793
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Appendix
Stimulus list

Target sentences used in Experiment 2 (Across-the-board/Parasitic gap). The words inside1032

the parentheses are distractor words (Related/Unrelated).1033

1. Which apple did you pick and pack/before packing? (fill/assist)1034

2. Which article did you read and criticize/before criticizing? (recommend/mix)1035

3. Which artist did you meet and support/before supporting? (adopt/cook)1036

4. Which book did you read and burn/before burning? (melt/accept)1037

5. Which box did you assemble and fill/before filling? (pack/solve)1038

6. Which box did you close and hide/before hiding? (open/revise)1039

7. Which box did you organize and close/before closing? (fold/recommend)1040

8. Which boy did you bark at and bite/before biting? (squeeze/submit)1041

9. Which bread did you cut and bake/before baking? (cook/advertise)1042

10. Which cake did you frost and eat/before eating? (drink/publish)1043

11. Which candidate did you meet and hire/before hiring? (rent/grade)1044
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12. Which car did you fix and sell/before selling? (buy/fold)1045

13. Which cat did you name and adopt/before adopting? (support/water)1046

14. Which chair did you adjust and paint/before painting? (decorate/drink)1047

15. Which cheese did you cut and melt/before melting? (burn/understand)1048

16. Which computer did you test and repair/before repairing? (help/stir)1049

17. Which criminal did you shout at and arrest/before arresting? (suspend/pet)1050

18. Which customer did you appease and assist/before assisting? (serve/pack)1051

19. Which diamond did you examine and/before buying? (sell/dismiss)1052

20. Which dog did you play with and feed/before feeding? (water/announce)1053

21. Which donkey did you clean and hug/before hugging? (pet/classify)1054

22. Which donkey did you wash and ride/before riding? (climb/propose)1055

23. Which door did you knock on and open/before opening? (hide/reject)1056

24. Which draft did you reread and edit/before editing? (revise/help)1057

25. Which email did you read and forward/before forwarding? (release/explain)1058

26. Which employee did you investigate and suspend/before suspending? (ar-1059

rest/describe)1060

27. Which flowers did you smell and water/before watering? (feed/adopt)1061

28. Which formula did you memorize and understand/before understanding? (for-1062

get/melt)1063

29. Which fruits did you peel and mix/before mixing? (stir/criticize)1064

30. Which girl did you praise and help/before helping? (repair/edit)1065

31. Which guitar did you customize and smash/before smashing? (break/release)1066

32. Which horse did you feed and pet/before petting? (hug/arrest)1067

33. Which house did you renovate and advertise/before advertising? (exhibit/bake)1068

34. Which idea did you elaborate and present/before presenting? (announce/climb)1069

35. Which juice did you pasteurize and drink/before drinking? (eat/paint)1070

36. Which lemon did you wash and squeeze/before squeezing? (bite/approve)1071

37. Which manuscript did you proof-read and submit/before submitting? (propose/bite)1072
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38. Which manuscript did you review and accept/before accepting? (praise/burn)1073

39. Which mountain did you read about and climb/before climbing? (ride/present)1074

40. Which movie did you watch and explain/before explaining? (describe/forward)1075

41. Which movie did you watch and praise/before praising? (accept/break)1076

42. Which paper did you check and revise/before revising? (edit/hide)1077

43. Which phone number did you write down and forget/before forgetting? (under-1078

stand/exhibit)1079

44. Which plan did you modify and announce/before announcing? (present/repair)1080

45. Which plant did you dissect and classify/before classifying? (grade/hug)1081

46. Which policy did you refine and propose/before proposing? (submit/ride)1082

47. Which problem did you simplify and solve/before solving? (answer/fill)1083

48. Which proposal did you read and reject/before rejecting? (dismiss/open)1084

49. Which pumpkin did you carve and decorate/before decorating? (paint/rent)1085

50. Which question did you clarify and answer/before answering? (solve/serve)1086

51. Which request did you read and dismiss/before dismissing? (reject/buy)1087

52. Which room did you clean and rent/before renting? (hire/decorate)1088

53. Which sculpture did you paint and exhibit/ before exhibiting? (advertise/forget)1089

54. Which shirt did you wash and fold/before folding? (close/sell)1090

55. Which song did you edit and release/before releasing? (forward/smash)1091

56. Which soup did you warm up and stir/before stirring? (mix/feed)1092

57. Which story did you modify and publish/before publishing? (approve/eat)1093

58. Which student did you interview and recommend/before recommending? (criti-1094

cize/close)1095

59. Which tea did you sweeten and serve/before serving? (assist/answer)1096

60. Which vaccine did you test and approve/before approving? (publish/squeeze)1097

61. Which vase did you polish and break/before breaking? (smash/praise)1098

62. Which vegetable did you wash and cook/before cooking? (bake/support)1099

63. Which wine did you sip and grade/before grading? (classify/hire)1100

64. Which word did you memorize and describe/before describing? (explain/suspend)1101


